COOKIE POLICY
Updated: 01.06.2020

Our website uses cookies to distinguish you from other users of our website. This helps us
to provide you with a good experience when you browse our website and also allows us
to improve our site.
A cookie is a small file of letters and numbers that we store on your browser or the hard
drive of your computer if you agree. Cookies contain information that is transferred to
your computer's hard drive.
We use the following cookies：
·Strictly necessary cookies. These are cookies that are required for the operation of
our website. They include, for example, cookies that enable you to log into our website
or make use of enquiry services.
·Analytical or performance cookies. These allow us to recognise and count the
number of visitors and to see how visitors move around our website when they are
using it. This helps us to improve the way our website works, for example, by ensuring
that users are finding what they are looking for easily.
·Functionality cookies. These are used to recognise you when you return to our
website. This enables us to personalise our content for you, greet you by name and
remember your preferences (for example, your choice of language or region).
·Targeting cookies. These cookies record your visit to our website, the pages you
have visited and the links you have followed. We will use this information to make
our website and the advertising displayed on it more relevant to your interests.

You can find more information about the individual cookies we use and the purposes
for which we use them in the table below
Functional and Required Cookies
·Squarespace uses some necessary cookies because they allow visitors to navigate
and use key features on our site. Functional and Required Cookies help these features
work：
·Customer accounts
·Shopping cart and checkout
·URL redirects
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NAME

TYPE

DURATION

PURPOSE

CRUMB

Cookie

Session

Prevents cross site forgery

Site user
crumb

Cookie

3 years

Prevents cross site request
forgery for logged in users

Recent redirect Cookie

30 minutes

Prevents redirect loops if a
site has custom URL
redirects. Redirect loops are
bad for SEO.

cart

Cookie

2 weeks

Shows when a visitor adds a
product to their cart

Has cart

Cookie

2 weeks

Tells Squarespace that the
visitor has a cart

locked

Cookie

Session

Prevent the passwordprotected screen from
displaying if a visitor enters
the correct site-wide
password

Site user info

Cookie

3 years

Identifies a visitor who logs
into a customer account

Site user
secure auth
token

Cookie

3 years

Authenticates a visitor who
logs into a customer account

squarespacepopup-overlay

Localstorage

Persistent

Squarespaceannouncement
-bar

Localstorage

Persistent

Prevents the promotional
pop-up from displaying if a
visitor dismisses it
Prevents the announcement
bar from displaying if a
visitor dismisses it

Ss_sd

Cookie

session
Ensures that visitors on the
squarespace 5 platform
remain authenticated during
their sessions

test

Cookie

session

Investigates if the browser
supports cookies and
prevents errors.

Squarespace-

Local Storage

Persistent

Shows when you’ve already
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likes

“liked” a blog post

Checkout_web Cookie
site

session

Indentifies the correct site for
checkout when checkout on
your domain is disabled

Awsalb,awsalb Cookie
cors

1 weeks

Load balancing

phpsessid

Cookie

1 month

Session tracking

Remember_cli
ent

Cookie

365 days

Login by scheduling client
(only if client has account )

_client_aclogg
edin

Cookie

January 1,2025 Login by scheduling client
(only if client has account)

_acloggedin

Cookie

January 1,2025 Login by scheduling client
(only if client has account)

TZ

Local storage

Persistent

To remember scheduling
client’s preferences for time
zone to display potential
schedule correctly

algoliasearchclient-js

Local storage

Persistent

To enable scheduling clients
to enter an address and
receive address suggestions
so that address field is a
structured data field and to
make scheduling go quicker.

Cross-site request forgery (CSRF)
CSRF is an attack vector that tricks a browser into taking unwanted action in an application
when someone's logged in.
Analytics & performance cookies
COOKIE NAME
ss_cid

DUTATION
2 years

ss_cvr

2 years

ss_cvisit

30 minutes

ss_cvr

30 minutes

PURPOSE
Identifies unique visitors and
tracks a visitor’s sessions on a
site
Identifies unique visitors and
tracks a visitor’s sessions on a
site
Identifies unique visitors and
tracks a visitor’s sessions on a
site
Identifies unique visitors and
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ss_cpvisit

2 years

ss_cookieallowed

30 days

tracks a visitor’s sessions on a
site
Identifies unique visitors and
tracks a visitor’s sessions on a
site
Remembers if a visitor agreed to
placing analytics cookies on their
browser if a site is restricting the
placement of cookies

We do not share the information collected by the cookies with any third parties.
You can block cookies by activating the setting on your browser that allows you to refuse
the setting of all or some cookies. However, if you use your browser settings to block all
cookies (including essential cookies) you may not be able to access all or parts of our
website.
Except for essential cookies, all session-based cookies will be cleared once the session is
ended i.e. you close your browser or tab for example
If you have any questions regarding our use of cookies, please contact Data Privacy
Manager info@snowco.cn
Updated： 01.06.2020
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